INSTRUCTIONS
You are required to utilize the first five minutes for reading.
You will not be allowed to write during this time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRACTICALS (15 MARKS)</th>
<th>MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (10 MARKS)</th>
<th>TOTAL (25 MARKS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CODE (10 MARKS)</td>
<td>OUTPUT (5 MARKS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HELP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION A

1. Please make the given web page following the instructions below:

Instructions:

1. Title of the Web Page – TEST

2. Heading size 2 - SINGAPORE and aligned to the right of the web page.

3. Horizontal line

4. The text below the horizontal line is red in colour with font size 5. National Day is underlined, note the formatting for 9th and birthday is bold.

(Coloured web page will be projected on the white board for reference)
SECTION B

2. MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (10 MARKS)
Tick [ ] the correct answer:

1) ROM is used for -
   a) Transferring data [ ]  b) Booting [ ]
   c) Rewriting data [ ]  d) Storing temporary data [ ]

2) It is permanently fixed inside the CPU tower -
   a) Floppy disk [ ]  b) CD - ROM [ ]
   c) Hard Disk [ ]  d) Flash drive [ ]

3) ................. is an example of secondary memory.
   a) Bytes [ ]  b) Hard Disk [ ]
   c) RAM [ ]  d) ROM [ ]

4) 1024 Gigabytes = ............
   a) 1 Megabyte [ ]  b) 1 Kilobyte [ ]
   c) 1 Terabyte [ ]  d) 1024 bytes [ ]

5) ................. is a non – volatile, digital data storage with huge storage capacity up to terabytes of data.
   a) RAM [ ]  b) Digital Video Disk [ ]
   c) CD-RW [ ]  d) External Hard Disk [ ]

6) You can preserve the spacing, the enter keys and the tabs used in the text by including it between the ................. and ................. pair of tags.
   a) <P>     </P> [ ]  b) <PRE>     </pre> [ ]
   c) <html>   <html> [ ]  d) <head>     </head> [ ]

7) Creates a Subscript text
   a) <SUB> [ ]  b) <SUBSCRIPT> [ ]
   c) <SUP> [ ]  d) <SUBTEX> [ ]
8) Select the correct pair of tags
   a) `<p align="center">   </p align>` [ ]
   b) `<p align="centre">   </p>` [ ]
   c) `<p> <align="center">   </p>` [ ]
   d) `<p align="center">   </p>` [ ]

9) Font size = ............. is the largest size in HTML programming.
   a) 1 [ ] b) 7 [ ]
   c) 6 [ ] d) None of them [ ]

10) You can view the HTML source of a web page in Internet Explorer by using the “view source” option in the .................menu.
    a) File [ ] b) Edit [ ]
    c) View [ ] d) Tools [ ]